CMI101 Alternate Path for the Learning Map

The Learning Map is called CMI101 DCMA Multifunctional Orientation Modules and Learning/Performance Support Assets (L/PSAs). The Learning Map provides an overview of the L/PSAs in each of the five modules for CMI101 DCMA Multifunctional Orientation.

The modules include:
- Multifunctional Team Support of DCMA Mission
- Prior-to-Award Activities
- Contract Administration Services which includes the remaining three modules:
  - Contract Receipt and Review
  - DCMA Surveillance
  - Contract Closeout

Each included L/PSA indicates the action to be performed with the L/PSA. Further details are included in each module.

The Multifunctional Team Support of DCMA Mission (DCMA Mission) module includes these L/PSAs:
- Read Welcome Letter
- Listen to How to Access and Use CMI101 L/PSAs
- Interact with webpage: Multifunctional Team Support of the DCMA Mission:
  - Watch What DCMA Does
  - Play Discover DCMA Game
  - Watch Business Capability Framework
  - Read DCMA Contract Administration Footprint
  - View YOUR Multifunctional Team
- Read Networking Guidance

Assignments for DCMA Mission module include individual networking and group networking using the learning forum.

The Prior-to-Award Activities module includes these L/PSAs:
- Watch Voices of Experience
- Interact with webpage: common activities
- Engage in simulated scenario from other functions’ point of view

Assignments for this module include optional but encouraged individual networking. Required assignments include group networking/learning forum and completion of a matrix.

Contract Receipt and Review module includes these L/PSAs:
- Watch Voices of Experience
- Interact with webpage CRR Overview
• Read Basics of CRR
• Engage in a scenario while learning each contract section
• Read Overview of Contract Deficiency Report
• Read Overview of Contract Modifications

Assignments for this module include optional but encouraged individual networking. Required assignments include group networking/learning forum and determining common contract elements and deficiencies.

The DCMA Surveillance module includes these L/PSAs:

• Watch Voices of Experience
• Interact with webpage and scenario on surveillance activities by function
• Read guidelines for documenting
• Read about how to resolve contractor nonconformance

Assignments for this module include optional but encouraged individual networking. Required assignments include group networking/learning forum and a surveillance activity.

The Contract Closeout module includes these L/PSAs:

• Watch Voices of Experience
• Interact with webpage and scenario on closeout and roles overview

Assignments for this module include optional but encouraged individual networking. Required assignments include group networking/learning forum and a closeout flowchart.